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THE SXA PIPELINES (9.3) 

 

resolveVariantTokens
•The resolveVariantTokens pipeline 

is used to create tokens for 
rendering variants.

IoC
•The Inversion of Control (IoC) design 

principle allows you to change 
rendering dependencies without 
changing the rendering itself. 

decoratePage
•The decoratePage pipeline is used 

to decorate the page <body> tag 
with attributes.

decorateRendering
•The decorateRendering pipeline is 

used to decorate the rendering's 
outer <div> tag with attributes.

mediaRequestHandler
•The mediaRequestHandler pipeline 

is used in the SXA media requests 
handler.

resolveTokens
•The resolveTokens pipeline is used 

to resolve tokens that can be used 
in queries

assetService
•The assetService pipeline is 

responsible for assets optimization

getControlEditability
•The getControlEditability pipeline is 

used to check if a rendering should 
be editable or not

getRobotsContent
•The getRobotsContent pipeline is 

used to extend the response 
provided to search crawler robots in 
the robots.txt file.

getRenderingCssClasses
•The getRenderingCssClasses 

pipeline is used to gather CSS 
classes that will be applied on 
rendering (added to the list of CSS 
classes on rendering).

refreshHttpRoutes
•The refreshHttpRoutes pipeline is 

used to refresh HTTP routes after 
changes in site configuration.

resolveSearchQueryTokens
•The resolveSearchQueryTokens 

pipeline is used to add search filters.

resolveBoostingQuery
•The resolveBoostingQuery pipeline 

is used to add extension point that 
can be used to write your own 
search boosting rules and then use 
them in SXA

encodeFacetValue
•The encodeFacetValue pipeline is 

used in search logic to 
encode/escape facet values that are 
sent to search providers.

getStyles
•The getStyles pipeline is used to get 

all styles from current and shared 
sites

processSearchItems
•The processSearchItems pipeline is 

triggered after the search results 
items return and before sending 
them to the browser

generateScribanContext
•The generateScribanContext 

pipeline adds additional objects and 
functions to the Scriban context 
that you can use in Scriban 
templates.

getScribanItemMembers
•The getScribanItemMembers 

pipeline extends item objects 
available in the Scriban templates ( 
i_page, i_site, and so on) with 
additional properties


